Throughout the year, The Atlantic has a number of enduring features, loved by readers far and wide. From fun reflections on cultural phenomenon to recaps of quirky trends around the world, our editors offer a diversity of ideas, topics, and opportunities.

**The Conversation:** a monthly recap of the responses and reverberations from across the globe pertaining to today’s most provocative topics.

**Dispatches:** offers commentary and creative thinking from a broad spectrum of contributors on business, tech, health, politics, and more.

Sections include:
- **Big In:** local trends with global intrigue
- **Study Of Studies:** what the latest science tells us about what we think we know
- **Interview:** Q&A between Atlantic editors and today’s most interesting people
- **Animal Kingdom** (new in 2018!): a column devoted to animal cognition and behavior
- **Criminal Tendencies** (new in 2018!): exploring crimes and criminal theory

**Culture File:** The Atlantic’s writers and contributors offer reviews, criticism, and big ideas with intelligence, insight, and a healthy dose of irreverence.

**The Big Question:** each issue, we ask important people the questions our editors are most captivated by. Always fascinating, and often profound, The Big Question is situated right before the back cover of every magazine.
Coinciding with the launch of our brand new Sports Channel on TheAtlantic.com, our first-ever Sports Report will explore athletes and athletics’ affect on culture and the world at large.

**Editorial Preview:**
- An in-depth look at the NCAA’s efforts to reduce concussions— are they doing enough to keep players safe
- Chronicling the rise of college e-sports. A dozen colleges now offer scholarships for e-sports (aka video games) what does this mean for the future of college athletics
- The weird, wonderful tale of the Danbury Trashers, a hockey league that helped takedown Matty Ianiello, the last of the great mid-century crime bosses
From the cutting-edge developments in health to bringing together the most influential and inventive minds in healthcare, our annual July/August double issue will offer an in-depth, fascinating look at the healthcare landscape.

**Editorial Preview:**

Cover story “Fatal Disparities” will explore how health inequality has affected a community in Baltimore and what can be done to solve this national crisis. Reporting will extend to digital, video, and events.
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For The Atlantic, technology isn’t just the latest gadget release. Rather, it’s about the impact innovation has on the world around us and the possibilities it creates. That’s the world our editors explore with our technology coverage.

Our annual Technology issue and corresponding digital report will bring readers an engaging look at the technologies changing the world.

In past years, our Technology Issue has revealed the inner workings of the secretive Google Moonshot Factory and included interviews with today’s most innovative visionaries (Bill Gates, Al Gore, and others). Expect the same caliber of reporting in 2018.
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